Read the clues and fill in the missing letters.

1. This person might fly to the moon.   a __ t r __ n __ __ t
2. Visit this person when you are sick.   d __ __ t o __
3. This person grows food such as corn.  f __ __ __ e r
4. This person works in a school.       ___ a c __ __ r
5. You work in a restaurant with this job.  c h __
6. Of course, this person works in a library.  l __ __ __ __ r i __ __
7. This person flies planes.              __ i __ __ t
8. This person works in a flower shop.    f l o __ __ s __
9. Are you funny? Yes? This job is for you!  c __ __ w n
10. This person sings or plays music.     m __ s __ __ i __ __
11. This person works in a store.         ___ s __ __ e r
12. Can you paint pictures? Yes?          a __ __ i s t
13. This person fixes broken water pipes.  ___ u m b __ __
14. This person works in the army.        s __ __ __ __ i e r
15. Find this person to go to some place.  t __ x __    d r i __ __ r
16. This person can fix your teeth.       ___ n t i __ __ t
Aim: Vocabulary and Spelling Practice
Level: Elementary to Intermediate

Answer Key

1. astronaut
2. doctor
3. farmer
4. teacher
5. chef
6. librarian
7. pilot
8. florist
9. clown
10. musician
11. cashier
12. artist
13. plumber
14. soldier
15. taxi driver
16. dentist